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.ABSTRACT 

The superheavy magnetic monopoles predicted to exist in grand 
unified theories (GUTS) are very interesting objects, both from 
the point of view of particle physics, as well as from ascro- 
physics and cosmology. Astrophysical and cosmological con- 
siderations have proved to be invaluable in studying the pro- 
Terties of GUT monopoles. Because of the glut of monopoles 
predicted in the srandard cosmology for the simplest GUTS (SO Wny 
that the Universe should have reached a temperature of 3 K at the 
tender age of = 10.000 yrs), the simplest CUTS and the standard 
cosmology are not compatible. This is a very important piece of 
information ab= physics at unification energies (E 1 lo1 GeV) 
and about the earliest moments (t < 10-3“ s) of the Universe. Ln 
this talk I review the cosmological consequences Of GUT moncpoles 
within the context of the standard hot big bang model. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past five years or SO progress in both elementary 
particle physics and in cosmology has become increasingly de- 
pendent upon the interplay between the two disciplines. On the 
particle physics side. the SU(3)C x SU(2)L X U(l)Y model seems to 



very accurately describe the interactions of quarks and leptons at 
energies ‘xlov. say, lo3 cev. At the tvery leaSC the so-called 
standard model is a satisfactory, effective low energy theory. 
The frontiers of particle physics now iYlvolve energies of much 
greater zhan 1Oj GeV--energies which are not "OW avai’able in L 
terrestrial acceierators, nor are ever likely to be available in 
terrestrial accelerators. For this reason particle physicists 
have turned both to the early Universe with iis essentially 
unlimited energy budget (up to 1Oig CeV) and high particle fluxes 
(up to i0107 cm-2 s-l), and to various unique, contemporary 
astrophysical environments (centers of win sequence stars where 
temperatures reach iC8 K, neutron stars where densities reach 
Iol+-1015 3 cm-3 , our galaxy whose magnetic Field can inpart 
ioil GeV to a Dirac magnetic charge, etc.) as non-traditional 
laboratories f-r studying physics at very high energies and very 
short distances. 

On :he cosmologicai side, the hot big bang model. the so 
called standard aode of cosmology, seems to provide an accurate 
accounring oi :he history ci the i’niverse from about 10-z s after 
’ the bang ’ znen the temperature was about 10 !leV, until today. 
some lo-20 billlon years after ‘the bang’ and temperature of about 
3 K (= 3 x IO-13 GeV). Extending our understanding further back. 
to earlier times and higher temperatures, reouires knowledge about 
the fundamentai particles (presumably quarks and leptons) and 
their inreracrions at very high energies. For this reason. 
progress in cosmoiogy has become linked to progress in elementary 
particie physics. 

Grand unification provfdes a particulariy good example of the 
inpor:ance of the interplay between particle physics and cos- 
mology. I;UTs give US only a ‘few windows’ from our low energy 
world to the physics of unification energies, the two ITK)st familar 
and inporrant ones being baryon number nonconservacion and super- 
heavy magnetic monopoles. 30th of these predicrions also have 
profound implications for cosmology and astrophysics. Xaryon 
nonconservation provides for the first time a framework for 
understanding the ‘baryon asymmetry of the Universe’ (for a recent 
review see Xef. 1). Xaryogenesis is a spectacular and un- 
qualified success for the marriage of cosmology and GUTS, and a 
useful window to very high energies and the earliest history of 
the Universe. !hlopoles ( on the other hand, have been a cos- 
mological disaster. In the standard cosmology so many monopoles 
should have been produced (at least for the simplest GUTS) that 
the Universe should have reached a temperature Of 3 x whfle Stil: 
in its kfancy (t = 10,000 yrs). This is the so-called '~ionopole 
Probiem’ : the simplest GUTS and the standard cosmology are not 
compatible (at: least at times as early as io-!’ s). Although 
somewhat discouraging, this too is an important piece of inf orma- 
tion about physics at very high energies and the earliest histor: 
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of the Universe. sxloool~s :have been a real 5oon 
physics. 3ecause of their wcroscopic msses [= 10s3 
hefty magnetic charge (integer multiple of 1: 69 e); and their 
remarkable ability to catalyze m~leon decay at a prodigious 
rate, monopoles if they exist, should today be doing very 
interesting things --contributing mass density, ‘shorting out’ 
astrophysical caqnecic fields, and gobbling up nucleons (releasing 
I GeV per :obble) to mention bet three. Astrophysical con- 
siderations have resui:ed in very stringent bounds on the flux of 
relic monopoles. I have summarized these bounds in Fig. 1, and 
they will be discussed in great detail by other speakers. 

In this talk I will first briefly review the standard 
cosmology. Nexr I will discuss monopole production in the very 
early Universe, both as topological defects (the ‘Kibble 
mechanism’) and by energetic particle collisions. The glut which 
results from the Kibble mechanism in the standard cosmology is the 
Toot of the monopole problem. On the other hand, if Sibble 
production can be suppressed, !ze are apparently left rich a 
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Fig. 1 Summary of the astrophysical and cosnological constraints 
on the monopole flux as a function of slonopole MSS. 
Wherever necessary the monopole velocity was Caken to he 
_i 10-3 C. The nagnecic field bounds are discussed in Refs. 
1-5; the bounds based upon monopole catalysis of nucleon 
decay in neutron scars are discussed In Xefs. 6-11. The 
most srringent bound (based upon nonopole cacal:.‘sis of 
nucleon decay in PSR 1929 i 10) was obtained also bv 
taking into account the nonopoles char: :he ?rogenicoc 0; 
this pulsar captured xhile it was on the oaiz sequence. 3 



nonopole famine, due to rhe dearth of nonopoies produced in 
energetic particle coilisisns (although the uncertainties here are 
exponential). I will then crdce the history of monopoles from 
their birth during the earliest moments of the Universe, through 
their adolescence, until today, tith the aim sf answering the 
important questions like, where should one expect to Eind mono- 
poIes today?, and vfth vhat velocities should they be moving? I 
will finish with some concluding remarks. 

THE STANDARD COSMOLOGY12 

The hot big bang model nicely accounts for the universal 
(Rubble) expansion, the 2.7 K cosmic microwave background radia- 
tion, and through ;irimordial nucleosynthesis, the abundances of 
D, ‘He and perhaps aiso 3iie and ‘Li. Light received from the most 
distant objects observed (QSOs at redshifts = 3.5) left these 
objects when the finiverse was only a few billion years old. Thus 
observations of galaxies allow us to directly probe the ‘history of 
the Universe to within a ‘few billion years of ‘the bang’. The 
surface of last scattering for the nicrowave background is the 
Universe about 130,000 yrs. after the bang when the temperature 
was about 113 eV. Thus the nicrowave background fs a fossil 
record of the Universe at char very early epoch. In the standard 
cosmology the epoch of big bang nucleosynthesis takes place from 
t = 10-z s - 102 s when the temperature was 5 10 :ieV - 0. I XeV. 
The light elements synthesized, primarily D, 3Fie, ‘He, and ‘Li. 
are relics from this earfy epoch, and thus comparing their 
predicted big bang abundances with their inferred primordial 
abundances is the most stringent test of the standard cosmology we 
have at present. [Note :hat I must say inferred primordial 
abundance because contemporary astrophysical processes can affect 
the abundance of these light isotopes, e.g., Stars very ef- 
ficiently burn iI, and produce “He.] At present the predicted 
abundances of D, 3He, ‘He, and ‘Li are all simultaneously 
consistent with their inferred primordial abundances so long as 
the number of light (< 1 MeV) neutrino species is less than or 
equal to 4, and the baryon-to-photon ratio, 1, is ;n the range13 
(see Figs. 2 and 3): 

q = (4 - 7) x 10-10 (1) 

The baryon-ro-photon ratio is related to the fraction of critica? 
density contributed by baryons by, 

Il = 2.83 x 10-a fibI,2 (2.7 K/T)3. (2) 

where the Hubble parameter Xi, = 100 h kns-’ ::pc-l, and T is the 
present temperature of the cosmic microwave background. Observa- 
tions strongly suggest that: 112 c h c 1 and 2.7 K c T < 3.0 K, 
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Fig. 2 The predicted primordial abundances of D, ?:ie. ‘:ie. and 
‘Li [ry/2(n) = 10.6 min was used; error bar shows 
AT,/2 = c 0.2 min; v. - mass fraction of ‘He]. Inferred 
primordial abundanchs: = 0.23 
(D + 3He)p/H < lo+‘; ('Li:Z), 

- 0.25; (D/H), 1 10-5; 
= (1.1 C 0.4) x !o-lo. Con- 

siscency of the predicted abundances ,uith observations can 
only be achieved for n = (4 - 7) x IO-lo (= baryon-to- 
photon ratio) and XI, < 4 (= number of light neucrino 
species). For 4 < n/10-10 < 7, 0.014 < $+, < 0.15. See 
Ref. 13~ for mre details. 

so that the concordant range for n implies 

O.O14h-2 (T/2.7 K)3 c 2% 6 O.O34h-2 (T/3.0 K)3. (3a) 

0.014 < Rb c 0.15; (3b) 

inplying that baryons alone cannot provide the closure density. 

Note that other information we have about Rb (e.g., lower 
bound baaed upon the amount of luminous matter in the i’niverse, 
the total amount of matter associated with a galaxy) is consistent 
iiith this range. The concordance of the predictions and obser- 
vations of D and ‘He are particularly compelling evidence because 
there is no known contemporary astrophysical site where the 
observed amounts of 4He (= 25% by mass) and D (D/H = few x 10-S) 
can be produced. It is the successful predic:ions of big bang 
nucleosynthesis that gives us confidence in :he standard node1 
back to = 10-Z s after ‘:he bang’. 
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Summary of decerminatisns of 4He crass fraction (Y) in HT.1 
regions as a function of the metal abundance 2 (more 
precisely, 2.2 times the nass fraction of ‘6g). Vnere the 
metaL abundance is lowest, one expects the stellar con- 
tribution to Y to be the smallest. The data exhibit this 
trend and clearly show the existence of a primordial “He 
component of about 0.23-0.25 (by mass). for more details 
see Ref. 13. 

On the large scale (>> 100 Hpc), the iiniverse is isotropic 
and homogeneous, and so it can accurately be described by the 
Robertson-Walker line element12 

ds2 = dt2 + R(t)2 [d$/(l-kr2) + r2 de2 f r2 sin2 ada2], (h) 

where ds2 is the proper separation between two spacetine events, 
k - 1, 0, or -1 is the curvature signature, and R(t) is the cosmic 
scale factor. The expansion of the Universe is embodied in 
R(t)-as 2(t) increases all proper (i.e., neasured by meter 
sticks) distances scale vith R(t), e.g., the distance betueen two 

galaxies comoving with the expansion (i.e., fixed r, 9, q), or the 
wavelength of a freely-propagating photon (X = R). The k>O 
spacetime has positive spatial curvature and is Einice in extent; 
the k < 0 spacetime has negative spatial curvature and is infinite 
in extent; the k - 0 spacetime is spatially flat and is also 
infinite in extent. 

The evolution of the cosmic scale factor is deternined by the 
Friedmann equations: 

X2 Z (i/R)2 = 8nCol3 - k/R2, (Sal 

d(oR3) = 7, d(R3), (5b) 
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where CJ is the :ota1 energy density and p is the pressure. The 
expansion rate :i (also called the Hu~bole p3rXleCer) sets the 
characteristic time for the growth of X(t); ~-1 = e-folding tine 
for 3.. The present value of :i is 
(1010 yr)-! 

100 h kms-1 :.!pc-1 = h 
(l/Z < h < 1). As can be seen from Eqn. 5a model 

L’niverses with k < 0 expand forever, ;Ihile a model Universe vlth 
k > 0 alst eventually recollapse. ne sign of k (and hence the 
geomecq of spacetize) can be determined :rom 3leasure9.ents of ; 
and H: 

k/E2R2 = p,‘(3~~/8n~) - 1, (6) 

E n - 1, 

vhere ? = D/OCrit and Qcrit = 3H2/8nG = !.88 h2 x lo-29 gem-3. 
From primordiai nucieosynthesis ;ie know chat R > Rb 1 O.OIL. The 
best tipper iimit to 0 follows by considering rhe age of the 
Universe: 

=u = 1013 ;‘r (h-1 f(n);, (7) 

where f(n) C i and is monoconically decreasing. The ages of the 
oldest stars (in globular clusters) strongly suggest that 
t” 2 1010 yr; combining this with Eqn. 7 implies that: 
Qf2 (Q) > Qh2. The function flf2 is monotonically increasing and 
asymptotically approaches (H/Z)~, implying that independent of h, 
ah2 < 2.5. Restricting h to the interval (112, 1) it follows 
that: Xh2 < 0.8 and R < 3.2 . 

The energy density contributed by nonrel’ariviscic matter 
varies as 2(:)-3-due to the fact chat: the number density of 
particies is diluted bye the increase in the proper (or physical) 
volume of the Universe as it expands. For a relativistic species 
the energy density varies as R(t)-“, :he extra factor of 2 due to 
the redshifting of the particle’s momentum (recall X = 2(t)]. The 
energy density contributed by a relativistic species (T >> ml at 
temperature T is 

$2 - geffn2T’/30, (3) 

where geff is the number of degrees of freedom for a bosonic 
species, and 718 that number for a fermionic species. vote that 
T = 2(t)-1. Yere and throughout I have cake” h/Zn = c = k = 1, 
so that 1GeV = (1.97 x 10-14 .n)-l = (1.16 x 10 l3 K) - 
(6.57 x 10-25 s)-l G = np1-2 

= 2.32 x lOi7 g cm-3. 
(mpl - 1.22 x 10 19 GeV); and 

I GeV+ 

:oday , rhe energy density contributed by relativistic par- 
ticles (ghotons and 3 neutrino species) is negligible : 
2 rei = : x 10-5 h-2 (T/2.7 K)‘*. However, since 3rei = 2-‘. while 



+onrel = Rm3, eariy on relativistic species vi11 dominate the 
energy densi:y. 

tF;=4t;2;$$Ys < 4 x 1O-5 (Ch2)-’ (T/2.7 K)*, vhich 
corresponds co (Ch2)-2 (T/2.7 K)6 and T > 6 eV 
(!lh2)(2.7 K/T)3, the energy density of the Universe was dominated 
by relativistic particles. Since the curvature term varies as 
R(t)-2, it too will be small compared to :he energy density 
contributed by relativistic particles, and Eqn. 5a simplifies to: 

if 3 (R/R) = (4r3 g*/45)‘/’ T2/mp1, 

= 1.66 g*‘/2 s/Q+, 
(9) 

(valid for t < lOLo s, T > 10 eV). 

:iere g* counts the total number of effective degrees of freedom of 
all the relativistic particles (i.e., those species vith mass 
<< T): 

2* = i gi(Ti/T)’ + 7/S ‘7 gi(Ti/T)4 
Bose Fe&A 

and T is the photon temperature. For example : g*(3 K) = 3.36 
(v, 3vV); g*(few HeV) = 10.75 (y, et, 3 WV); g*(few 100 CeV) = 110 
(Y, w’ Z”, 8 gluons, 3 families of quarks and leptons, and 1 
Higgs doublet). 

If the-1 equilibrium is raaincained, then :he second yried- 
nann equation, Eqn. 5b - conservation of energy, implies that the 
entropy per comoving volume (a volume vith fixed r, a, 3 co- 
ordinates) S = sR3 remains c0*sta*t. Here s !.S the entropy 
density, which is dominated by the contribution from relativistic 
particles, and 

s = (J + p)/T = 2r2 g* T3f45, (11) 

which is proportional to the number density of relativistic 
Tartides. so long as the expansion is adiabatic (i.e., in the 
absence of entropy production) S(and s) will prove to be useful 
fiducials. For example, at low energies (E << 101* CeV) baryon 
number is effectively conserved, and so the net baryon number per 
comoving volume NB = nB(s nb-“5) R3 remains cons cant ( implying 
that :he ratio *g/s is a c0*sta*t of the expansion. Today 
s = 79, so that 

*g/s = n/7 = (6 - 10) x 10-11. (12) 

Once monopole-ancimonopole annihilations are no longer im- 
portant, the number of monopoles per comoving volume .; .j also 
conserved, % = *A R3. Comparing this to the baryon number and 
entropy per comovi”g volume we get two ratios which remain 



ionstant (so long as annihilations are not important, and entropy 
and baryon number are ionserved) and are related to the presenrr 
average flux of monopoles in the Universe by: 

<Ffi> = !0:0 (%/s)(~/lO-3 c)cm-2 sr-1 s-‘, (13s.) 

= (~/“B)(Vy/10-3 s)cm-2 sr-’ s-1, (13b) 

where KJ is the typical nonopoie velocity (which till be discussed 
at length later). The fraction of critical density contributed 
by monopoles (9%) is: 

ny = 1024 ( %/S)(%/1016 GeV), (14a) 

= 101’, <F,.,>(lO-3 i/?.)cm2 sr s. (14b) 

Nhenever g* = constant, the constancy of the entropy per 
iomoving volume implies chat T 0 R-1; together with ?q. 9 this 
gives 

R(t) = Ut,)(t/t,)l’2, 
t = 0.3 g*-1/2 mpL/T*, 

(15a) 

= 2.4 x lo-6 s g*-1/2 (T/&V)-, 

valid for t < 1Oio s and T > 10 eV. 

(15b) 

Finally, let me mention one more important feature of the 
standard cosmology, the existence of particle horizons. The 
distance that a light signal could have propagated since the bang 
is finite, and easy to compute. Photons travel on paths shar- 
acterized by ds2 = 0; for simplicity (and without loss of 
generality) consider a trajectory with de - dQ = 0. The co- 
ordinate distance covered by this photon since ‘:he bang’ is just 

t 
i dt’/R(t’), corresponding to a physical distance (measured at 
0 
time t) of 

dH(t) = R(f) F dt’/R(t’) (16) 
0 

= t/(1 - n) [for R = t”, n < 11 

If R = t”, then this distance is finite and = t = H-l. Sate that 
eYen if dH( t) diverges and there is no finite particle horizon 
(e.g., if R = t*, n > I), the Hubble radius U-’ still sets the 
sale for the ‘physics horizon’. Since all physical length scales 
roughly e-fold in a time H-1 , causally-coherent ni;rophysisal 
processes can only operate over tines (also distances) < :i-:. 



During the radiation-dominated epoch n = I/? and dy = Zt; the 
baryon number and entropy vithin the horizon at time c: ‘are easily 
computed: 

SHOR = (4rr/3)t3 s, 

= 0.05 g*-lj2 (mpl/T)3; (17a) 

NB-HOR = (“g/S) x SHOR, 

= lo-12 (mpl/Tj3; (17b) 

note that I have implicitly assumed the constancy of the baryon- 
to-entropy ratio in computing NBwHOR. 

i\lthougb our verifiable knowledge of the early history of the 
Universe only takes us back to t = los2 s, and T = ;O MeV, nothing 
in our present understanding of the laws of physics suggests that 
it is unreasonable to extrapolate back to tines as early as 
1 10-43 s and temperatures as high as = 1019 GeV. At high 
energies :he interactions of quarks and leptons are asymptotically 
fr~ee (and/or weak) justifying the dilute gas approximation made in 
Eqn. 8, and at energies below 10lg GeV quantum corrections to 
general relativity are expected to be small. I hardly need to 
remind the reader that ‘not unreasonable’ does not necessarily 
mean ‘correct’. Xaking this extrapolation, I have summarized ‘The 
Complete History of the Universe’ in Fig. L. 

BIRTH: GLUT OR FAMINE 

In 1931 Diracl’ showed that g magnetic monopoles exist, :hen 
the single-valuedness of quantum mechanical wavefunctions requires 
the magnetic charge of a monopole to satisfy the quantlration 
condition 

g - “aI8 n = 0, 21, +2 . . . 

a = 1/2e = 69e. 

However, one is not required to have i)irac monopoles in the 
theory--you can take ‘em or leave ‘em! In 1974 ‘t HooftlS and 
?olyakovA6 independently made a remarkable discovery. They showed 
that monopoles are obligatorv in the low-energy theory whenever a 
semi-simple group G, e.g., SU(5); breaks down to a group G’ x U(1) 
which contains a U(l) factor [e.g., SU(3) x SLJ(2) x U(l)]; this, 
of course, is the goal of unification. Tl7eS.e nonopoles are 
associated with nontrivial topology in the Higgs field responsible 
for SSB, topological knots if you will, have a nass ml = 00/a) 
[= 1016 GeV in SU(5); :l = scale of SSBI, and have a” magnetic 



Fi Ei* 4 ‘The Complete History of the Universe’. Zighlighrs in- 
clude: decoupling (t = 1Oi3 s, T = l/3 eV) - the surface 
of last scattering for the cosmic microwave background, 
epoch after vhich matter and radiation cease to interact 
and narter ‘recombines’ into neutral atoms (D, 3He, ‘He, 
‘Li); also marks the beginning of the formation of 
structure; orimordial nucleosvnthesis (t = 10-Z s, 
T 1: 10 YeV) - epoch during which all of the free 2euerons 
and some of the free protons are synthesized into 7, ‘Fie, 
‘He, and ‘Li, and the surface of last scattering for Cbe 
cosmic neutrino backgrounds; ouarklhadron transition 
(t = IO+ s, r = few 100 ?feV) - epoch of ‘quark enslave- 
ment ’ Lconfinenent transition in W(3)]; W-S-G euoch -- 
(t = iOqL2 s, T = 103 C&V) - SSB phase transition SS- 

sociated with eleccroweak breaking, W(2) x U(I) * U(1): 
GUT emxh (?? t = to-34 s, T : 1014 CeV 1?) - ssa of -'he 

GUT, during which the ‘saryon asymmetry of t’he Cniverse 
evolves, monopoles are produced, and ‘inflation’ 3ay 
occur; :he @anturn Gravity Wall (t=10-“3 s, T = !O’? GrV). 



charge which is a trultiple of the Dirac charge. 

Since there exist no contemporary sites for 
rr1cles of mass even approaching 1OL6 GeV, the oaf~a”~~~%~~r, 
production site is the early Universe, about !O-jr, s’ after ( the 
bang ’ ,vhen the cenperature was = O( lOi GeV). There are two ways 
in which nonopoles can be produced: (1) as topological defects 
during the SSB of the unified group G; (2) in oonopole- 
antimonopole pairs by energetic particle collisions. The first 
process has been studied by -Kibble!‘, ?reskillL8, and Zel’dovich 
and Khlopovig, and I will review their important conclusions 
here. 

The magnitude of the Riggs field responsible for the SSB of 
the unified group G is determined by the mininization of the free 
energy. Sowever, this does not uniquely specify the direction of 
the Riggs field in group space. A monopole corresponds to a 
configuration in which the direction of the Higgs field in group 
space a: ,iifferent points in ohysiial space is topologically 
distinct from the configuration in which the Higgs field points in 
the same direction (in group space) everywhere in physical space 
(which corresponds to no monopole): 

t t t 
t t t 

no monopole 

t 
+ + 

+ 
nonopole 

+ = direction of 
Higgs field 
in group space. 

Clearly Tonopole configurations cannot exist until the SSB 
[G + G’ x U(l)] :ransi t ion takes place. bhen spontaneous symmetry 
breaking occurs, :he Xggs field can only be smoothly oriented 
(i.e., the no oonopole configuration) on scales smaller :han some 
characteristic correlation length 5. On the microphysical side, 
the inverse Riggs mass at the Ginzburg temperature (TG) sets such 
a 
[Thzc;:;fbur; ygyreys ~,~‘~~~;;~~~~~, ~“;;i~;a”;;c;;;;:;; 

inprobable for the Riggs field to fluctuate between the SSB 
minimum and j = 0.1 Cosmological considerations set an absolute 
upper bound: 5 < dH(= t in the standard cosmology). [Yoce, even 
if the d”(t) diverged, e.g., because R = tn (n > 1) for t < 
the physics horizon H-l 

t 1, 
sets an absolute upper bound on P 5, whach 

is numerically identical.] On scales larger than F, the Higgs 
field must be “ncorrelated, and thus we expect of order 1 monopole 
per correlation volume (= E3) :o be produced as a topological 
defect when the iiiggs field freezes out. 

Let’s focus on the case where the phase transition is either 
second order or weakly-first order. Denote the critical 
temperature for :he transition ‘by Tc I (= 0 (Xl), and as before the 
monopole zass by !nl = O(Y/a). The age of the Universe when T = Tc 



Is given in the standard cosmology by: :c = 
cf. Eqn. 15b. 

= 10-34.s. 
For W(5): Tc 1: 1Ol4 GeV, 

0.3 gi-1/2 mpl!Tc2, 
3 = 10L6 GeV and 

cc 3ue to the fact that freezing of the Higgs must be 
uncorrelated on scales > i, we expect an initial monopolXun- 
dance or’ O(I) per correlation volume; using dK(t,) as an absolute 
upper bound on ?, this leads to: (%.)i = O(1) tc-3. Comparing 
this to our fiducials SxGK and NB+CR, we find that the initial 
monopole-to-entropy and monopole-to-baryon rumber ratios are: 

rqis > lo2 (T,/m.#, (18a) 

%¶jnB ? lo l2 (T,/m.#. (lgb) 

Preskil;!s has shown that unless 3/s is > lo-lo sonooole- 
antimonopole annihilations do not significantly reduce the initial 
monopole abundance. If r++/s > 10-10, he finds that T/S is reduced 
to = IO-10 by annihilations. For Tc < 10 l5 GeV our estimate for 
3,/S is < 10-10, and we will find that in the standard cosmology 

Tc must be << 101s GeV to have an acceptable monopole abundance, 
so for our purposes we can ignore annihilations. Assuning chat 
the expansion has been adiabatic since T f Tc, this estimate for 
nx/s translates into: 

<Fx> = 10-S (T,/lOl’ GeV)3 c& sr-1 s-1, (19a) 

<a,> = 1011 (Tc/1014 GeV)3(%/1016 GeV) (19b) 

--a flux that would make any monopole hunter/huntress ecstacic,and 
an G, that is unacceptably large (except for T 
bias discussed previously, R can be at most C~f:~)i”:o”~~‘,v,“s,ave~~ 
verv big problem with the simplest CUTS (in which T, = 1014 GeV). 
This is the so-called ‘Monopole Problem’. The statement that 

= 1014 GeV is a bit imprecise; clearly if k < 0 
to n < 1) monopole production cannot close the 

Universe (and in the process change the geometry from being 
infinite in extent and negatively-curved, CO being finite in 
extent and positively-curved). Xore precisely, a large monopole 
a bundance would result in the Universe becoming matter-dominated 
much earlier, at T = 103 GeV (T,/lOl” GeV)3 (%/lo16 GeV), and 
eventually reachin a Cemperature 

that $ 5 O(fewj imflies that 

of 3 K at the young 
t = lo4 yrs (T /lO 4 GeV)-3/2 (%/lo16 GeV-112. 

age of 
The requirement 

Tc < 1011 GeV (i$ <_ few) 

uhere 1 have taken mu to be O(100 T,). vote, given our generous 
estimate for <, even this is probably not safe; if one had a G:‘T 
in which Ti, = loll GeV a more carefui- estimate for 5 would be 
called for. 



The Paher bound‘-’ (see ?‘iGJ. i) On tile average ZlO*OpOle flux 
in the gslaxy, <FM> < 1O-‘5 cm-? .s:-! s-l, results in a slightly 
core stringent constraint: 

T, 2 ioio GeV (Parker bound) 

Tse mst resrrlcrive constraints on T, fOllOV from the 
neutron star catalysis bounds on tse nonopole flux~-! 1 

<Fy> < LO-z7 ~~3-2 sr-i s-f, 
and the 

most: restrictive of tsose=, implies 
-.hat 

T, 5 lOi GeV (Neutron star catalysis bound) 

Sate, to sbtain t. ‘~ese bounds 1 have compared ‘JY ascisate for 
:ie average mnopole flux In the Universe, iqn. IOa, smith the 
astrophysical bounds or. the average flux of x~nopoles in our 
:alaxy. If 3onopoles ciusrer in galaxies (which I will later 
argue is alikely), r?en the avera*e galactic flux cf nonopoles is 
greater than the average flux of nonopoles in the Universe, making 
the above bounds on T c s restrictive. 

If :he GUT transition is srrongly first order (i am excluding 
inflationary Universe scenarios for the moment), then the cran- 
sition will proceed by bubble nucleation ac a temperature 

Tn (<< T,), when the nucleation rate becomes comparable to the 
expansion rate R. Within each bubble :he Higgs field is cor- 
related; however, the Xggs field in different bubbles should be 
uncorrelated. Thus one would expect O(1) monopole ?er bubble to 
be produced. ‘ihn the Universe supercools to a temperature T,, 
bubbles nucieate, expand. and rapidly fill all of space; if rb is 
:he typical size of a bubble when :his occurs, then one expects ?, 
co be = rbe3. 
reheats, 

After the bubbles coalesce, andjthe Universe 
the entropy density is once again s = g* T , so that the 

resulting monopole to entropy ratio is: 
Guth and weinbergZ1 have 

&,,/s = tg* rb3 Tc3)-‘. 
calculated rs and :ind that 

rb = (~l!T,Z)/Ln(~L~/T,4), Leading to a relatively accurate 
estimate ror the moivzpole abundance: 

r~</s = [ln(m~3l~/T;~)(T~/mpL)l~, 

;ihich is even mOt-e disasterous than the estimate for a second 
order phase transition [retail, however , est~?lnace (18) was an 
absolute lower bound]. 

The bottom Line is that ve have a serious Frobien here--the 
standard cosmology extrapolated back to T = Tc and :he sinplest 
GUTS are incompatible (CO say the Least). One (or both) rwst be 
;lodified. This is a valuable piece of information. 
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A number of possible solutions have been suggested. To date 
the most attractive ts the new’ inflationary Universe scenario 
(which will be discussed at length by P. Steinhardr). In this 
scenario, a small region (size < the horizon) vi thin which the 
Higgs field could be correlated, grows to a size which encompasses 
all of the presently observed Universe, due to the exponential 
expansion which occurs during the phase transition. This results 
in less :han one monopole in the entire observable Universe (due 
to Ktbble production). 

Let me very briefly review some of the other attempts to 
solve the monopole problem. Several people have pointed out that 
if there is no complete unification [e.g., if G * H x U(l)], or if 
the full symmetry of the GUT is not restored in the very early 
Universe (e.g., if the maximum temperature the Universe reached 
was<Tc, or if a large lepton number2*, nL/nT > 1, prevented 
symmetry restoration at high temperatures), then there would be no 
monopole problem. However, none of these possibilities seems 
particularly attractive. 

Several authors23-26 have studied the possibility that 
nonopole-antimonopole annihilation could be enhanced over 
Preskill’s estimate, due to 3-body annihilations or the gravi ta- 
tional clumping of monopoles (or both). Thus far, this approach 
too has been unsuccessful. 

Bais and Rudaz2’ have suggested that large fluctuations in 
the Higgs field at temperatures near T, could allow the monopole 
density to relax to an acceptably small value. They do not 
explain how this mechanism can produce the acausal correlations 
needed to do this. 

Mechanisms have been proposed in which monopoles and anti- 
monopoles form bound pairs connected by flux tubes, leading to 
rapid monopole-antlmonopole annihilation. For example, LindeZ8 
proposed that at high temperatures color rragnetic charge is 
confined, and Lazarides and Shafizg proposed that monopoles and 
antimqnopoles become connected by Z’ flux tubes after the 
SU(2) x U(1) SSB phase transition. In both cases, however, the 
proposed flux tubes are not topologically stable, nor has their 
existence even been demonscrated. 

Langacker and pi30 have proposed a solution which does seem 
work. It is based upon an unusual (and perhaps contrived) 

:;mmetry breaking pattern for SlJ(5): 

W(5) + SU(3) x W(2) x U(1) + W(3) * N(3) X U(I) 
T, = 10~” GeV Tl T2 

superconducting phase 



:.70:2 -:: j ;clul: 22 *:cuai :: 7 _: . 3e ::2y feature ,3C t:neir scenario 
is c;.e z:.:Is;~cz~ ,zf ~.,-~,3. :?0~1.-. .‘: z 7. + :? j in ;-‘i:,::: c;-,e Y(1) ,>f 
cieccr97agnerLsm iS 5nonteneausiy -. - 3rc’ken !a superconducting 
?hass); .iur;~.S r;,i; epoch --3g?et1s flsx rust be confined to flux 
c,Jbes , l&Ail?: 50 cne -mi::ila;lon of rhe 3onoooLes and anti- 
nonsooles -<‘hion ‘.lere ;rnd.~ce.^_ earL:zr top., ,at the XT transition. 
.C::Y.GU~:! sonew’kc ,:ontrlved. r:heir scenario appears :a be viable 
(ho-ever. I’11 :..ave mre ;a say about it siorrly). 

?inaily , me c3uid Ir3cie s.52 T;och Fairy iin rbe qllse 3f a 
?erfecc anr.iS ilscion sheme). Z.. Ke<r.ber,g31 ias recently zde a 
very incerasclr,g point regarding ‘;erfect annihilation schemes’, 
wSicS applies to the iangacker-?i scenariojo, and even to a Tooth 
Fairy Cnic’h zperaces causaliy. .LLthougs :he Kibble Jechanisn 
reS”Lrz iz equal xmbers -2 mnopoles and anziaoncpoles being 
procucsc, 5. :+lnberg ;oinrs i~u: :iar in a finite volume there can 
be xgnecri c’nar3e ~lx~ua~ic~.s. Xe shows that Lf the %iggs field 
‘freezes aut’ ii T = Tc 2nd I; .zncorrelated on scaies larger :San 
t:2e :?or:zo;. dc t!?sc ‘Cl?x, :ben :::e expected r.e t 31s mqiecic 
cihar-e Lz a Tioiume V whit:? :i 0 ,TL~CS ‘bigger :San c:he iori:on is 

J*. z IV/t,j;:/3. (20) 

‘ie c-en considers a Terfect, causal annihilation mechanism which 
operates from T = Ti - 77 (e.g., formation of flux cubes jetween 
nonopoies and antimnopo~es~. .it m, this mechanism cou?d 
reduce t.he nononoie abundance down to the net XXS zsgnetic 5arge 
contained In :Se horizon 2: ? = T2, leaving a final monopoie 
a’bundance of 

&,, s = ;;i ‘I, -2’.!?3., i , (1!) 
- 

resulting :n 

A$ 2 0.1 (T,/lO’@ CeV)(%/1016 GeV)(T2/10S GeV)2, (22a) 

<Fx> > LO -15 (T,/IOL~ GeV)(T2/108 GeV)2 cm-2 sr-1 s-1. (22b) 

Lt is difficult to imagine a perfect annihilation mechanism which 
could operate at temperatures < lo3 GeV, without having to modify 
t!le standard SU(2) x U(1) electroweak theory; for T, = LO14GeV and 
T;1 = lo3 GeV, E. Weinberg’s argument31 implies that <F?I> must be 
2-1O-25 cur-z sr-l s-1, which would be in conflict with the most 
stringent neutron star catalysis boundg, SM < Lo-27 cm-2sr-1 5-l. 

In a recent preprint A. Vilenkinj2 disputes E. !Jeinberg’s 
argument: about the significance of magnetic charge Eluctuations, 
and provides several counterexampies. In an even nore recent 
preprint Lee and E. Weinbergjj refute Vilenkin’s counterexanples, 
and provide the results of numerical sinulations iihich support E. 
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!;einberg’s original conclusions31. Clearly, this important issue 
is me settled yet. It does, however, seem clear that a perfect 
annihilation mechanism which operates down to a temperature ‘I2 can 
do no better :han to reduce the monopole abundance to 1 per 
horizon 3 volume at T - T2, or 3/s = lo* (T2/mpl) --to do better 
would require Higgs field correlations on scales larger than the 
horizon. Therefore, at the very best , the Tc’s in Eqns. 22a,b 
could be replaced by T2’s. 

Finally, 1 should emphasize that the estimate of 31s based 
upon C < dB(t) is an absolute (and very generous) lower bound to 
F.f/S. Should a model be found which succeeds in suppressing the 
monopole abundance to an acceptable level (e.g., by ‘having 
T, << lOI GeV or by a perfect annihilation epoch), then the 
estimate for E trust be refined and scrutinized- 

If the glut of monopoles produced as topological defects in 
the standard cosmology can be avoided, then the only production 
mechanism is pair production in very energetic particle col- 
lisions, e.g., particle(s) + antiparticles(s) f monopole + anti- 
monopole. [Of course, the ‘Kibble production’ of monopoles might 
be consistent with the standard cosmology (and other limits to the 
monopole flux) if the SSB transition occurred at a low enough 
temperature, say << O( 1010 GeV). 1 The numbers produced are in- 
trinsically small because monopole configurations do not exist in 
the theory until SSB occurs (T, = M = scale of SSB), and have a 
mass O(?i/a) = 100 M = 100 T,. For this reason they are never 
present in equilibrium numbers; however, some are produced due?:; 
the rare collisions of particles with sufficient energy. _ 
results in a present monopole abundance of3s-36 

3/s = IO* (~/T,,)3 exp(-2%/Tma,), (23a) 

n, = 10 26 (r+.!/lO 16 GeV)(%/T,x)3 exp(-2%/Trsax), (23b) 

<Fx> = 101* cm-2 sr-1 s-~(%Z/T,,)~ e~p(-29/T,~). (23c) 

here T,, is the highest temperature reached after SSB. 

general, %/i/T,, = O( 100) so rhac 2, = O(lO-ko) and 
<EY1> = Oi;O-j* cm-2 sr-1 s-1)--a negligible numbe~r of monopoles. 
However, the number produced is exponentially sensitive to 
ro.!/Tmax, so chat a factor of 3-5 uncertainty in q/Tmax introduces 
an enormous uncertainty in the predicted production. For example. 
in the new inflationary Universe, the monopole mass can be = chc 
iiiggs field responsible for SSB, and as that field oscillates 
about the SSB minimum during the reheating process ?,J alSO 

oscillates, leading to enhanced monopole production !?f/Tnax in 
Eqns. 23a, b, c is replaced52 $,/TYY: ;;Tre E < 1 depends upon 
the details of reheating; 



rosnolcgy seem to leave the ;oor xmopo?e ‘5unter/huncress 
virh tile firm Trediccions: cha: :here siould be equal numbers of. 
north and south poies; and chat either far too few to detect, or 
far too rany :o be consistent Ach the standard cosmology should 
have been produced. The detection of any superheavy monopoles 
would necessarily send cheoriscs back to their chalkboards! 

F’ROM 3iXTH ‘TROUGH iWOLFSCENCE (c = 10-3\ s to t 3: 3 x 101’ s) 

AS mentioned in -he previous section, monopoles and anci- 
monopoies do nor annihilate in significant numbers; however, they 
do interact with che ambient 

= monopole f e-) 
charged parricles (e.g., 

nonopole + e- and thereby stay in kinetic 
equilibrium (KE = 3T/2) until the roach of e’ annihilations 
(T = ii2 !<eV, : = 10 s). .ic the tine of e+ annihilations mono- 
poles and ancinonopoles should have internai velocity dispersions 
of: 

<x,,,2jil* = jo cm .-1 (:016 Gev/rr?l)I/2. . 

After :his monopoles are effectively collisionless, and their 
veloci:y dispersion decays = R(f)-L, so that if we neglect 
gravitational and magnetic effects, today they should have an 
internal velocity dispersion of 

<w2>iJ2 = IO-8 cm s-1 (1016 GeV/+A)ll*. . 

Since ‘hey are collisionless, only their velocity dispersion can 
support them against gravitational collapse. !Jith such a small 
velocity dispersion to support them they are gravitationally un- 
srable on all scales of asrrophysical interest (X:eans = 10-s L?). 

After decoupling (T = l/3 eV, c - 1013 s) [or the epoch of 
matter domination in scenarios where the mass of the Universe is 
dominated by a nonbaryonic component], matter can begin to clunp, 
and structure can start to form. !!onopoles, too, should clump and 
oarticlpace in the formation of structure. Yowever , since thev 
cannot dissipate their gravitational energy, :hey cannot collapse 
into tne more condensed objects (such as scars, planets, the disk 
of the galaxy, etc.) whose formation clearly must have involved 
the dissipation of gravitational energy. Thus, one would only 
expect to find monopoles in structures whose formation did not 
require dissipation (such as clusters of galaxies, and galactic 
haloes). !iowever , galactic haloes are nor likely to be a safe 
haven for monopoles in galaxies virh magnetic fields; monopoles 
less massive than about: lO*O GeV -All, in less than lOlo yrs, 
gain sufficient RE from a magneric field of strength a 
few * lo+ G :o reach escape velocity’. So we are led to the 
conc:lusion that initially monopoles should either be uni formi;: 
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distributed through the cosmos, or clumped in clusters of galaxies 
or in the haloes of galaxies with weak or non-existent rragnecic 
fields. Since our owl galaq has a magnetic field of 
strength = few x IO-6 G, and is not a member Of a cluster of 
galaxies, ‘de would expect the iocal flux of monopoles to be not 
too different from the average nonopole flux in :he i’niverse. 

.Uzhough monopoles initially have a very SIT311 internal 
velocity dispersion, there are t-any mechanisms far increasing 
their velocities. First, typical peculiar velocities (i.e., 
velocities relative to the Xubble flux) are O(lO-? c), leading to 
a typical ;Ponopole-galaxy velocity of lam3 C. Yonopoles will be 
accelerared by the gravitational fields of galaxies (to 
= 10-j c = orbital velocity in the galaxy), and if they encounter 
them, clusters of galaxies (to = 3 x 10-j c). X typical monopole, 
however, will never encounter a galaxy or a ciuster of galaxies, 
the respective Dean free paths being : 
(= 10e2 c x age of the Universe) and Lcluster = 

Yonopoles will aiso be accelerated by magnetic fields. The 
intragalactic magnetic field sirrengch is 5 3 x 10-l: G (Ref.391, 
and results in a mcnopole velocity of 

“i = 3 x 1o-4 c (a/lo-l1 c)( 1016 GeV/%). 

The galactic magnetic field will accelerate nonopoles in our 
galaxy to velocities of4 

%J = 3 x 10-3 c (1016 CeV/rq)l’2. 

Taking all of these ‘sources of velocity’ into account, we 
can make an educated estimate of the typical monopole-detector 
relative velocity. 

From Table 1 below it should be clear that the :ypical 
monopole shouid be moving with a velocity of at least a 
few x LOS3 c with respect to an earth-based detector. It goes 
without saying chat ‘this fact’ is an important consideration for 
detector design. 

Although planets, stars, etc. should be monopole-free at the 
time of :heir formation, they will accumulate monopoles during 
their lifetimes. The number captured by an object is where >f, R 

vx = (4n~2)(, - sr)(l + ZCX/RV~~)<F~!>ET, (21*) 

and T are the mass, radius and age of the object, w! is the 
nonopole velocity, and E is the efficiency with which the object 
szops nonopoles which strike Its surface. The efficiency of 
capture E depends upon the mass and velocity of the monopoie, and 
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Table 1. Typical >!onopoie-Detector lielatl,le Veloci:ies 

DETECTOR VELOCITY YONOPOLE VFLOCITY 

orbit in 2/3 x 10-S c galactic 
galaxy 3-field 

3 x 10-S c (1016 CeV/q)1/2 

orbit in iO-* c grav. acceleration 10-3 ‘ 
solar system by galaxy 

grav. acceleration :0-b c 
by sun 

monopole-galaxy 10-j c 
relative velocity 

its rate of energy loss in the The 
(1 + ?.M/R q2) is 

object. quantity 

the geometric 
just the ratio of the capture cross section to 

cross section. Hain sequence stars of mass 
(0.6 - 3O)M, viii capture monopoles less massive than about 
1013 GeV srith velocities I lo-3 c with good efficiency (E = 1); 
in its main 
lo2 F 

sequence lifetime a star will capture approximately 
-, 6 monopoles 40 (essentially independent of its mass). Here 

<KJ> = F-16 10-16 cm-2 sr-1 s-l. Neutron stars will capture 
monopoles. less massive than about 10zo GeV rwith velocities 
< 10m3 c vith unit efficiency, capturing about 10zi F-16 monopoles 
in lOi yrs. Planets like Jupiter can stop nonopoles less massive 
than 
1022 

about 1016 GeV with velocities < 10e3 c, accumulating about 
F-16 ~onopoles ia lOlo VKS.~~. A planet like the earth can 

only stop light or slowly-moving monopoles (for 
rust be i 3 x lo+ c). 

llh{ = 10 l6 CeV, 3 
Once inside, monopoles can do interesting 

things, like catalyze nucleon decay, which keeps the object hot 
(leading to a potentially observable photon flux), and eventually 
depletes the object of all its nucleons. 4 monopole flux of 
F-2~l~:;2~-;;::/;r-1 s-l .~l:,~~~~:-;ik~e~::~~t star :o evaporate 
in Yrs > 
5 x 1015 F-21-1/* yrs, 

to evaporate in 

loi F-21-1/2 
and an Xarth-like planet to evaporate in 

y&2. Accretion of monopoies by astrophysical 
objects, however, does not significantly reduce the monopole flux; 
the mean free path of a nonopole in the galaxy is = 104* cm. 

CONCLUDING RCIARKS 

What have ::e learned about GUT xnopoles? (!) They are 
exceedingly interesting objects, ,which, if t:hey exist, nust be 
relics of the earliest xcments of the Universe. (2) They are one 
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of the very few predictions of ClJTs that ;le can at:empt to verify 
and study in our low energy environment. (3) Becuase of the glut 
of monopoles that should have been produced as topological defects 
in the very early Universe, the simplest GUTS and the standard 
cosmology (extrapolated back to times as early as = 1O-34 s) are 
not compatible. This is a very important piece of information 
about physics at very high energies and/or the earliest mments of 
the universe. (4) There is no believeable prediction for the flux 
of relic, superheavy magnetic monopoles. (5) Based upon astro- 
physical considerations, we can be reasonably certain that the 
flux of relic monopoles is small. Since it is not obligatory that 
monopoles catalyze nucleon decay at a prodigious rate, a firm 
upper limit to the flux is provided by the ?arker 
bound43; <Fy> < lo-15 cm-2 sr-1 s-1. Vote, this is not d pre- 
dicted flux, it is only a firm upper bound to the flux. It is 
very likely that flux has to be even smaller, s=Y 
< low18 cm-2 sr-l sot or eve* lo-** cm-* sr-l 5-l. (6) There is 
every reason to believe that typical monopoles are moving with 
velocities (relative to us) of at least a few x 10-B c. [Although 
it is oossible that the largest contribution to the local monopole 
flux is due to a cloud of monopoles orbiting the sun with 
velocities = (1 - 2) X lo-’ c, I think that it is very 
unlikely.4’-45] 

Based upon the- above (not unbiased) ‘list of facts’, I 
believe that when designing a monopole detector, the monopole 
hunter/huntress must give highest consideration to building a 
detector which is sensitive to a monopole flux at least a$ %@a11 
as 10-1s cm-2 sr-1 s-1, for monopole velocities = lO-3-1)'5 c. 
The risks involved in monopole hunting are very great, but the 
potential payoff is even greater! 

I apologize for any omissions I may be guilty of in this 
mini-review of monopoles and the standard cosmology. !lore con- 
plete reviews can be found in Refs. 36 and 46. This work L7.M 
supported by the DOE at Fermilab and Chicago (AC0280ER10773A004), 
by NASA at Fermilab, and by an Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship. 
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